Frank Ape
by Brandon Sines

Shortly after moving to NYC, Brandon Sines combined his use of mythological creatures, pop icons, and made up characters to create Frank Ape. A mystical creature who lives in NYC amongst the humans and has special powers that even he continues to discover as he is tested by the many challenges of life. To get the most out of life Frank champions positivity, equality, and being kind to others.

When you are done email us photos of your artwork to be featured by YAA's on social media. Share your work with Frank by tagging him @frank_ape and with us @youngatartmuseum
HOW TO DRAW FRANK APE

NOW DRAW YOUR OWN FRANK APE
1. WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE COLOR?
   
2. WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE PLACE?
   
3. WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE OUTDOOR ACTIVITY?
   
Example: "yellow" "NYC" "swimming"

F R A N K   A P E

NOW DRAW IT!